Expectations of USNC Young Professionals

The following are the expectations of the candidates selected as US Young Professionals:

1. Must serve the one year term as a US Young Professional – term is one year from selection date.

2. Mandatory attendance at all IEC Young Professional events during the IEC General Meeting, and will make a good faith effort to attend any follow up events if the opportunities arise.

3. Must actively participate on the USNC Young and Emerging Professionals Committee (teleconferences) during term to advance the efforts of recruiting and retaining Young Professionals in the work of the USNC. It is also recommended that YPs investigate any other committees within the USNC where their participation would be valuable.

4. Support/Nominate at least one applicant to the following year’s program (2019 Young Professionals will nominate someone for the 2020 program).

5. In partnership with fellow Young Professionals, will submit an article to the fourth quarter USNC newsletter, the USNC Current, during term year, detailing/recapping experience(s) at the IEC General Meeting. Also, must submit a brief report on the Workshop to the USNC Council at the committee’s meeting following the GM.

6. Be a positive spokesperson for the IEC, the USNC, and Standards and Conformity Assessment work in general.